
YANGON: Hackers targeted Myanmar govern-
ment websites yesterday to protest against the
military coup, as the junta pressed on with its at-
tempts to stymie nationwide opposition with in-
ternet blockades and troop deployments. The
cyberattacks came a day after tens of thousands
of people rallied across the country to protest
against the generals toppling Aung San Suu Kyi’s
civilian government earlier this month.

A group called Myanmar Hackers disrupted
websites including the Central Bank, the Myan-
mar military’s propaganda page, state-run
broadcaster MRTV, the Port Authority, and the
Food and Drug Administration. “We are fighting
for justice in Myanmar,” the group said on its
Facebook page.

“It is like mass protesting of people in front
of government websites.” Cybersecurity ex-
pert Matt Warren from Australia’s RMIT Uni-
versity said it was likely the aim was to
generate publicity. 

“The sorts of attacks they would be under-
taking are denial of service attacks or defacing
websites which is called hacktivism,” he said.
“The impact will be potentially limited but what
they are doing is raising awareness.” Internet ac-
cess was severely curtailed for the fourth night

running at about 1:00 am yesterday (1830 GMT
Wednesday), according to NetBlocks, a Britain-
based group that monitors internet outages
around the world. It said connectivity had
dropped to just 21 percent of ordinary levels, and
was restored eight hours later ahead of the start
of the working day.

“The practice is detrimental to public safety
and incites confusion, fear and distress in diffi-
cult times,” NetBlocks tweeted.

Traffic blockades 
For a second day, motorists in Yangon block-

aded roads with vehicles, leaving their bonnets
up and pretending they were broken down to
stop security forces from moving around Myan-
mar’s biggest city. Buses and cars could be seen
on live feeds parked around a bridge at North
Dagon yesterday morning, as protesters
chanted: “Don’t attend the office, leave it. Join
the civil disobedience movement.”

“We need the US Army to save our situa-
tion,” read a sign held by a monk in saffron
robes. Dozens of police patrolled the vicinity
of Myaynigone junction as motorists also
blocked roads.

“We gathered about five taxies and one pre-

tended his car had broken down and blocked the
street. Others also surrounded him. But we didn’t
stay long. We blocked (for) about 30 minutes,”
said a 30-year-old taxi driver. “We are doing this
to cause difficulties for police. If they come and
it’s a little bit tense, we leave then.”

Than Than, a street food vendor, said the traf-
fic snarls were a minor inconvenience, but she
supported the campaign. “I walked about 40
minutes because of cars blocking my way back
home yesterday afternoon before I got a bus,”
the 50-year-old said. — AFP
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Anti-coup hackers target govt sites 
as protesters jam Yangon roads

Myanmar junta presses on with internet blockades, troop deployments

YANGON: Police block a road as workers remove protesters’ graffiti with a message “save Myanmar”
during a demonstration against the military coup in Naypyidaw yesterday. — AFP

Air pollution caused 
160,000 deaths in big 
cities last year: NGO
KUALA LUMPUR: Serious pollution caused around 160,000
premature deaths in the world’s five most populous cities last year,
even as air quality improved in some places due to coronavirus
lockdowns, an environmental group said yesterday.

The worst-affected was New Delhi, the most polluted capital
on Earth, where around 54,000 deaths are estimated to have oc-
curred due to hazardous PM2.5 airborne particles, according to
a report from Greenpeace Southeast Asia. In Tokyo, the figure
was 40,000 with the rest spread across Shanghai, Sao Paulo and
Mexico City, according to the report, which looked at the impact
of microscopic PM2.5 matter produced by burning fossil fuels.

“When governments choose coal, oil and gas over clean en-
ergy, it’s our health that pays the price,” said Avinash Chanchal,
climate campaigner at Greenpeace India. PM2.5 particles are
considered the most harmful for health. They damage the heart
and lungs, and increase the chances of severe asthma attacks.

Some studies have linked PM2.5 exposure to a higher risk of
dying from COVID-19. The report used an online tool that esti-
mates the impacts of PM 2.5 by taking air quality data from mon-
itoring site IQAir and combining it with scientific risk models, as
well as population and health data.

The tool is a collaboration between Greenpeace, IQAir, and
the Centre for Research on Energy and Clean Air. Despite the
high numbers of deaths, coronavirus lockdowns imposed across
the world-that took traffic off the streets and shut down polluting
industries-did temporarily clear the skies above big cities. Delhi,
for instance, underwent a dramatic transformation for a period
last year when curbs were imposed, with residents revelling in

azure skies and clean air.
Scientists say that massive drops in some pollutants due to

lockdowns are bound to have prevented deaths. Nevertheless,
Greenpeace urged governments to put investment in renewable
energy at the heart of plans to recover from the pandemic-trig-
gered economic downturn. 

“To really clean up our air, governments must stop building
new coal plants, retire existing coal plants, and invest in clean en-
ergy generation, such as wind and solar,” said the group’s air pol-
lution scientist Aidan Farrow. — AFP

Smoke rising from a chimney at Lafarge Holcim cement factory, in Con-
tes southern France. Serious pollution caused around 160,000 premature
deaths in the world’s five most populous cities last year, an environmen-
tal group said yesterday.— AFP

US charges North
Korean hackers in 
$1.3bn theft scheme
WASHINGTON: The US Justice Department charged three North
Korean military intelligence officials Wednesday in a campaign of cy-
berattacks to steal $1.3 billion in crypto and traditional currencies from
banks and other targets. The first action against Pyongyang by Pres-
ident Joe Biden’s administration took aim at what the department called
“a global campaign of criminality” being waged by North Korea. 

The department accused the three of a wide-ranging hacking and
malware operation to obtain funds for their government while avoiding
punishing UN sanctions that have cinched off its sources of income.
Over at least seven years, the officials created malicious cryptocur-
rency applications that opened back doors into targets’ computers;
hacked into companies marketing and trading digital currencies like
bitcoin; and developed a blockchain platform to evade sanctions and
secretly raise funds, the department said.

The case filed in federal court in Los Angeles builds on 2018
charges against one of the three, identified as Park Jin Hyok. He was
charged with the 2014 hack of Sony pictures, the creation of the no-
torious WannaCry ransomware, and the 2016 theft of $81 million from
the central bank of Bangladesh.

The new charges added two defendants, Jon Chang Hyok and
Kim Il. The allegations said the three worked together in the North
Korean military intelligence’s hacking-focused Reconnaissance Gen-
eral Bureau, better known within the cybersecurity community as the
Lazarus Group, or APT 38. In addition to the earlier charges, the
three allegedly operated out of North Korea, Russia and China to
hack computers using spearfishing techniques, and to promote cryp-
tocurrency applications loaded with malicious software that allowed
them to empty victims’ crypto wallets. — AFP


